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Now see next one. Here I am showing another instance where I can get my account details. Just 
click on “Account” menu. 

 

 

Feels that it’s stupid Facebook login page now.  

 

Okay, it may be somewhat safe for the one stupid ones who want to try to enter password and 
then enter in account...!!! 

 

Status message: 80% of coffee over. 

 

I have tried approximately 63 times (!!!) and it still giving me one more chance to enter. For 
further some minutes I did some investigation and found more problems with the page.  

 

By the way, does anyone think of how I am changing my status message on Facebook as still I 
am struggling with this login page?  

Your task is to tell me how to get the first login page I have shown above. If you succeed and report 
me, I will gift you something nice (really) and your Good name will be published on this most 
famous website of India1. 

                                                      
1 *This is in referenced with NLTE’s Survey 2010-2011. 
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Status message: End of coffee. Don’t go away. Session is not over yet. 

 

You might need knowledge of PHP programming for that, or if you don’t know still you can 
find the way to get there. Just think a little different. (Yes, Obviously I know the answer) 

 

 

 

BTW, I got something interesting (more than above one) on Gmail. Just enter your email ID as” 
Y.O.U.R.E.M.A.I.L.I.D@gmail.com” and observe what happens. Now you can comment on the 
blog about what you think about that. Or else, you can have Coffee with Gmail session like me.  ☺ 

  

 

Riyaj Shaikh is Test Enthusiast and has habit of learning new things in testing 
world. He loves freedom of Testing. His achievement is he was hired by eminent 
testers at Moolya Software testing for his testing passion, as his first job. He also 
likes to demonstrate his testing skills and try to give others something new every 
time, or if not, he will definitely learn something from you. ☺ 

He can be reach at riyajshaikh7@gmail.com | 9762135530 | or see website at 
riyajs.wordpress.com. 


